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Abstract 
This paper is an extension of the preceding study (Nakao, this journal, 1991) in which we described a numerical 
verification method of the solution for one-space dimensional parabolic problems, to the several-space dimensional 
case. Here, numerical verification means the automatic proof of the existence of solutions to the problems by some 
numerical techniques on a computer. We reformulate the verification condition for nonlinear parabolic initial 
boundary value problems using the fixed-point problem of a compact operator on certain function spaces. As in the 
preceding study based upon a simple Co finite-element approximation and its constructive a priori error estimates, a 
numerical verification procedure is presented with some numerical examples. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, several techniques have been developed to use computers in proving 
existence and/or uniqueness of exact solutions for functional equations. In particular, there are 
not a few approaches for ordinary differential equations and some of them have already 
attained a sufficiently practical level (e.g., [4]). For partial differential equations, such tech- 
niques have been studied in [6-8,11,12,14,15] for the elliptic case, as well as in [9,10] for 
evolution problems. The term verification implies that we can verify the exact solution near the 
approximate solution without any a priori assumptions on the existence of solutions of the 
original problem. 
In the previous report [9], we proposed an approach to the numerical proof of existence of 
solutions for nonlinear parabolic initial boundary value problems of one space dimension. 
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However, there were some theoretical difficulties in applying the method to the several-space 
dimensional case. The present paper is a further improved version which overcomes such 
difficulties as well as contains some additional refinement. 
First, setting appropriate function spaces, we reformulate the problem to be considered as 
the fixed point of a compact operator. Next, we introduce, as in [9], the concepts rounding and 
rounding eryoy, which enable us to treat the infinite-dimensional problem by a finite procedure, 
i.e., by computer. They are defined by the Co finite-element approximation and the com- 
putable error estimates for some simple linear parabolic problem. Using these concepts, we 
give the computational verification conditions and describe the actual verification procedures in 
computer. Finally, some numerical examples for the two-space dimensional case are illustrated. 
2. Problem and fixed-point formulation 
Consider the following nonlinear parabolic problem: 
I 
au 
- -Au =f(x, t, u, Vu), 
at 
(x, t) l 0 xJ, 
24(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E an XJ, (1) 
u(x, 0) = 0, XER, 
where 0 is a convex bounded domain in R”, 1 < n G 3, with piecewise smooth boundary a0 
and J = (0, T) with T > 0. Set Q = fl X J. We denote the usual and the time-dependent 
Sobolev spaces by H” = H”(R) and H’(J; H”), respectively (see [3]). Furthermore, we set 
Ho = P(J; H,1) and H=Hr(J; H,‘) nL”(Q>, where H,’ denotes the subspace of H’ with 
homogeneous boundary condition. The norm on H is defined by 




,‘,mou(t) = 0 in L”(0) and j90Vu(t) = 0 in L’(0)). 
From now on, we use the abbreviations II * II = II * IILzcej and II - Ilo = II - IILzcnj. 
We now suppose the following assumptions on f in (1). 
(Al) For each bounded subset U of H, f( 0, U, VU) = {f( ., u, Vu) I u E U} is also bounded 
in H’(J; L*). 
(A2) For each bounded subset U of H, f is a continuous map from U into H’(J; L*> in the 
H-norm as well as into ,!,*(.I; L*> in the Ho-norm. 
(A31 f(O) = lim, + of( a, t, u, Vu), in L*(n) sense, belongs to H,‘(a) for any u E I?. 
The typical example of f satisfying above assumptions is, when it = 2, 
f(x, t, u, Vu) =p * vu +qzP + c#J, 
where p, q, C$ are bounded and smooth functions on Q such that 4( a, 0) E II;(n). 
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Now for all g E L2(R x J), define 4 =Ag E H’(J; L2> (7 L2(J; H2 n If,‘) by 
a4 
- -A4 =g, 
at 
(x, t) ~0 xJ, 
4(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E an XJ, 
4(x, 0) = 0, XEn. 
(2) 
Then we have the following property. 
Lemma 1. The map A defined above is continuous from L2( J; L2> to H’( J; L2) n L2( J; H 2 n H,‘) 
as well as from H ‘( J; L2> to H. Furthermore, if g E H ‘( J; L2>, then Ag E Z?. 
Proof. In this proof, we use the symbol C to denote a generic positive constant not necessarily 
the same in any two places. The continuity from L2(J; L2> to H’( J; L2> n L2(J; H2 n H,‘) is 
followed easily by a standard argument, e.g., [51. We now show the continuity from H’(J; L2) 




- - Au = g,, 
at 
(x, t)MlxJ, 
v(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E C! x J, (3) 
v(x, 0) =g(., O), XEn. 
Hence, we have (cf. [5]), for a positive constant c^, 
IlV$,II G C(llg(. 7 O>ll + II&II) G mlff~~J; LZ). (4) 
Further, by the imbedding H2 9 L” and the well-known estimates for the function in H2 n Hi 
(e.g., [2]), we have, for almost all (x, t) E R X J, 
I $(x, t) I < Cll4(. , t)llw G Clhb(. , t)lLz 
G C(ll4,( * , t>ll + II&. 7 t)ll) G hhf~(J; LZ), (5) 
where C is a certain positive constant. Here, we have used the a priori estimates for the 
solution of (2) (e.g., [51) and the following identity: 
g(., t) =g(., 0) +/Dl& s> ds. 
Next, the continuity of g in t implies that 
limII$( *, t)llL- G !hi~Cll&(. , t)llLZ = Cll&(. , O)IIL~ = 0. 
t-0 
Also using the results in [5], particularly [5, Lemma 2.21, we have 
IlQ(. , t>lli2 =G IlQ(. > O)ll’Lz + C$lg( *, s)ll$ ds. 
Since the right-hand side of the above tends to 0 as t -+ 0, we have 4 E G. q 
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We now define the weak solution for (1) as u E H satisfying 
(G u)o + (Vu, Vu), = (f(*, U, VU), u)s, U EHo’, t EJ. (6) 
Here, (. , . In implies the L2 inner product on 0. Then the weak solution of (1) can be 
rewritten in the fixed-point form: find u E H such that 
U =A&, U, VU). 
Then we obtain the following condition of existence of the solution for (1) corresponding to [9, 
Theorem 11. 
Theorem 2. If there exists a conuex and nonempty subset U c I? which is bounded in H and 
satisfies 
4f(., U, VU) c U, 
then there exists a solution u E 0’ n I? to (1). Here, 0’ means the closure of U in the Ho-norm. 
Proof. Note that 0’ is a bounded subset in H. Indeed, this can be shown as below. 
First, set M = sup, E Ul]4]] H. For each fixed u E o”, let {u,) be a sequence in U such that 
u, + u in Ho as n + co. By the weak compactness of U c H ‘(.I; Hd), there exists a subsequence 
{u,,} of {u,) and an element ci E H’(J; H,‘) such that u,, - G (weakly) in H’(J; H,‘) as j + m. 
It also implies [18] that, from the compactness of the imbedding H’(J; H,j) 9 L2(J; L2>, 
u,, + ~2 in L2(J; L2> as j + ~0. On the other hand, since u, converges to u in L2(J; L2), we 
have u = ii. 
Also, the property of weak limit yields that 
II~IIH~(J;H;) G ,Ilm infllun,llffy~:tf;j GM. 
Furthermore, IIu]]~~~~, GM follows from the fact that there exists a subsequence of {u,}, 
bounded by M, which converges to u pointwise almost everywhere in Q. Therefore, from the 
assumption (A2) and Lemma 1, it is seen that the composite map Af : 0’ + H’(J; L2> fl 
L2(J; H 2 n H,‘) is continuous in the Ho-norm. Thus we have 
Af( *, UO, VP) =Af(U”) cAf(U)O c uo. 
Since, using the compactness of the imbedding H’(J; L2) n L2(J; H2> -Ho, Af is a compact 
map on the bounded, convex and closed subset I?’ in Ho, by Schauder’s fixed-point theorem, 
there exists an element u E 0’ such that u =Af(. , u, Vu). Moreover, noting that Go C H2 from 
the assumption (Al) and Lemma 1, we have Af(. , u, Vu) E g which implies u E fl” n H. 0 
3. Rounding and verification conditions 
Most of this section is similar to the description in the corresponding part of [9]. 
First, for parameter h, 0 <h < 1, let S,,, cHi(C!> and S,,, cI?l(J) = {U E H’(J) 1 u(0) = 0) 
be the piecewise linear finite-element subspaces on 0 and J, respectively, satisfying 
(7) 
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(8) 
where I u I Hz(a) = Cyj= ,IIa2u/(ax$Xj)II g. Here, C,-C, are supposed to be positive constants 
which can be numerically determined independent of h. 
We now adopt S, = S,,, @ S,,, as the approximation space on R X J. Then, for g E L2(J; L2>, 
the rounding uh = I?( Ag) E Sh as 
I’((& &j + (VU? Vu),} dt = i’(g, u>n dt, cl+. (9) 
0 
It is easily seen that there exists a unique uh satisfying (9). 
Then we have the following explicit error estimates corresponding to the results in [9]. 
Lemma 3. For g E H’(J; L2> with g(-, 0) E Hi, let u and uh be solutions of (2) and (91, 
respectively. Then, there exists a positive constant C such that 
llV(u - u”)II < Ch, (10) 
where C = C(g, Ilufll) is given by 
c2 = 2{ K1( C$, + c2@J + +( C,K2 + C,$q2}~ 
where 
‘K, = llgll + Ilu:ll, 
K, = 4lglL 
( 
K, = IlVg(. , O)llf-2 + llgtl12, (12) 
,K, = ;(llg( a, O)lli + 11gl12 + llg,ll’). 
The proof is quite analogous to that of [9, Lemma 21. 
Thus, based upon the error estimates in Lemma 3, we define the rounding error RE(Ag) as 
RE(&) = (4 EKE 1 b#4~, G Ch), (13) 
where C is the same constant as in Lemma 3. Moreover, HAG) and RE(AG) for the set of 
functions G cH’(J; L2> with G( ., 0) cH,’ are defined as NAG) = {R(Ag) I g E GI and 
RE(AG) = lJ g E .RE( Ag 1, respectively. 
Now let ($j}j=1,,,,,M be a basis of S, and let JY’h,l denote the set of all linear combinations of 




ELZj4j, LZjE [AjT xj], lG.iGM * 
j=l i 
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And for (Y E Iw+, set [(Y] = {C#J E k I ll+llHo G a}. Further, for U, EYE,, and (Y, p, y, 6 E R+, we 
define 
D(% ‘Y)p& = ( 4 E ti 14 E U, + [a] with ll4,ll G P, IIV4,II G Y, IIdIL-(g) < 6). 
Then we have the following verification condition. 
Theorem 4. Let U = D(U,, ‘Y)~,~,~ be a subset in G for some U, EYE,, and (Y, p, y, 6 E [W+ 
defined above, and set G = f( *, U, VU). If the following is valid, then there exists a solution 
u E u to (1): 
R(AG) = Q,, (14) 
IIRE(AG)]]H, <a, (15) 
IlGll =s P, (16) 
dIGI H'(J; L') < 7, (17) 
~IIGIIH~~J; L*) G 6. (18) 
Here, the constants c^ and e are the same as defined by (4) and (5) in the proof of Lemma 1, 
respectively. And the norm for the set of functions implies the supremum value for all 
elements. 
Proof. Note that, for any g E G, by the conditions (141, (15) and the definitions of R(Ag) and 
RE( Ag), we have 
R(Ag) + RE(Ag) E U, + [a]. 
Also taking notice of the a priori estimates in [5] and the estimates (4) and (5), assumptions 
(16)-(18) yield that 
II( &),I1 =G P, IlV( &),I1 G Y, II~dlL”(Q, < 6, 
respectively. Therefore, Af ( a, U, VU) c U holds. Thus by Theorem 2, there exists a fixed point 
u of Af in 0’ n G. Finally, from the proof of Theorem 2, we have u E D( U,, ‘Y)~,~,~. q 
4. Verification procedure by computer 
In this section, we describe a concrete algorithm for the generation of the set which satisfies 
the verification conditions (14)-(18). We use an iterative procedure similar to that in [9]. 
First, U: E S, and a0 E I$+ are appropriately taken; normally, ui is chosen as a finite-ele- 
ment solution of (1) and as a0 = 0. Also we set PO = II<u$~ II, y. = Il(Vu~>,ll, So = IIu~llLy~, and 
uo = ~w.3~ cfo)p,,,y,,,G,* 
Next, let E be a small and fixed positive number. When i > 1, for z&r = c~r[&‘), 
$-1,]4. 
I ,, set 
&G 5 [_AS’-‘+ Jy)++$j, (19) 
j=l 
(Yi_l =a!_1 +E, (20) 
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pi-1 -pi_1 +E, (21) 
qi-l= yj-1 + E, (22) 
(23) 
And set a_, =D($-,, Gi-l)p,_,,y_ ,g_, i.e., E-inflation of U,_, (cf. [161). We now determine the 
ith iteration Ui = D(u:, G!~)~~,~,,~ by’ chbosing uf EY~,[ and aI, Pi, yi, ai E LQf as 
(24) 
ai = hC Gi_,, c II(AG,-1)tII), 
pi = llG~-lll> 




where C$_r =f( ., Q.-i, V.6_,>, and C, C and c’ are the constants appearing in (lo), (4) and 
(5), respectively. Here, the right-hand side of (24) is evaluated as an interval in the over-esti- 
mated sense as in [9] (see also [6-81, etc.), Then (24) is reduced to solving a system of linear 
equations with interval right-hand sides. And thus U; is determined by an interval vector 
solution of such an equation using the usual interval approaches (e.g., [1,13,16]). 
Now, from Theorem 4, we have the following condition for the completion of the verifica- 
tion. 
Theorem 5. Zf, for some integer N, 
-h 
++,, ~NGQN-1, PNGP;~-~Y - YN G YN-1, 
then there exzkts a solution u of (1) in UN, where UN = D(uL, aNIp y 6 . 
N’ N’ N 
Remark 6. Note that the inequality 6, G gN_, necessarily holds from the condition in the above 
theorem. Indeed, this is easily checked by some simple calculations using the definition of the 
E-inflation for’ LSi, i.e., (23). 
5. Verification examples 
We consider the following nonlinear equation with two space variables in a rectangular 
domain: 
1 u,-Au=p.Vu+Au*+rsin t, 
u(x, 0) = 0, 
u(x, t) = 0, 
where 0 = (0, 1) X (0, 1) and J = (0, 1). 
(x, t) EL2 XJ, 
XEL!, 
(x, t> E an xJ, 
(29) 
Also, p = (pl, p2), A and r are given constants. 
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Let 6,: O=X,<X,< **a <x, = 1 be a uniform partition of the interval (0, 1) in the 
x-direction and, for simplicity, we set 6, = 6, and 6, = S,. Then h = l/L. Let &i(x) denote the 
set of continuous piecewise linear functions on (0, 1) in the x-direction and set S, = {U E 
_&‘i(x) Iu(O) = v(l) = O}, S, the same in the y-direction. Also set S,,, = S, @ S,. Thus, setting 
S,,, = {v ~&‘i(t) 1 u(0) = O}, define S, = S,,, @ S,,,. 
Then, by using well-known results (e.g., [6,17,19]), the values of constants C,-C, in Section 3 
can be taken as 
C, = : 
7r’ 
C*=$ c,=L. ?T 
We also adopt the usual hat functions as the basis of Ai( where k =x, y and t. 
Now we add some remarks to the actual computation of the right-hand sides of (24)-(28) (cf. 
[9]>. For example, for an arbitrary cr E [&!_i], l]a2]] can be estimated as below. 
First, using the imbedding constant [7] for H’(R) 9 L2(0), we have, for any 1 <p < m, 
Next, notice that (Y can be considered as u - uh, where u = Ag and uh = R( Ag) for some 
g E Gi_ 2. Hence, (30) implies 
which yields the estimation of llcy211. 
Also, we can estimate the constant C in (4) as below. For u = Ag, by differentiating the 
following equation in t and setting u = u,, 
(UP &+ (Vu, VU)a = (g, U>n, u EHi(fl), t EJ, 
we have 
1 d 
5 ~IIUIIX + Ilvu,ll~ f 3(ll& + llglli). (31) 
Here, we have used ]Iut]]~ < ]lg]]‘n. Integrating the above from 0 to T and using ]]u,(O>]]~ = 
lim I ~ ,Jlu,(t>ll~ = lim, + ,Jg(., t>lln = 0, one obtains 
llvu,l12 G $dl?f’(J;L~~, 
which implies C < l/ v’?. 
We now determine the constant c’ in (5). Observe that by using (311, 
4x3 Y> t) = ~x~yuxy(s. rl, t) dq d5 G IlAu(., t)lln 
< IIUt( *, t)lln + Ils( *, qlln G II&II + llgll 7 + II&II. 
Here, we have used [2] the estimates Ilu,,(*, tIlla < IlAd., t>lln. Therefore, we get c f 2. 
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Furthermore, in order to obtain the initial approximation U& we used a kind of simplified 
spectral method. That is, for given parameters p, A, r, set 
U(X, y, t) = C sin(vx) sin(7Fy) sin($rrt) 
and substitute it into the function of the form f(u) = u, - Au -p * 0, - Au2 - Y sin t. Then we 
solve the equation 
/‘(f(u), u)n dt = 0, 
0 
which is equivalent to a quadratic equation for C, once parameters p, A and r are given. This 
fact suggests that problem (29) has two branch solutions. U: is obtained by the usual 
interpolation of the above u(x, y, t) on each node. We could actually verify the solutions for 
several cases. We now illustrate some of these numerical results. 
Case 1: Data: p = (0.01, 0.011, A = 0.1, Y = 2.5. 
Result: number of partitions = 12 (dim S, = 1452); verified with N = 38 iterations; maximum 
absolute value of coefficient intervals in uN - . h 104; Ho-error bound ((Y,) = 0.32; L2 bound of 
u, (PN) = 1.41; L2 bound of Vu, (yN) = 3.874; L” bound of u (6,) = 10.9. 
Case 2: Data: p = (0.01, 0.011, A = 0.3, r = 1.0. 
Result: number of partitions = 8 (dim S, = 392); verified with N = 31 iterations; maximum 
absolute value of coefficient intervals in u,,, - . ’ 0 20; Ho-error bound (a,) = 0.19; L2 bound of 
u, (PN) = 0.56; L2 bound of Vu, (yN) = 1.99; L” bound of u (6,) = 5.62. 
Remark 7. The above results are considered as the verification of lower-branch solutions. To 
verify the upper-branch solution, we will need some Newton type method as in [8,11]. The 
H,-error bound seems not to be so good in these examples, because we could only use rather 
rough meshes by the limitation of our computer facility. But, as it is seen from the arguments in 
previous sections, the accuracy is clearly O(h). By this fact and the use of the residual 
technique (e.g., [19]), we will be able to obtain more accurate error bounds for finer meshes. On 
the other hand, since the present method essentially has no consideration for the bounds of 
II u,II, IIVu,ll and II II u p, we need some other techniques to refine these bounds. 
Remark 8. In these calculations, we used computer arithmetic with usual double precision 
instead of strict interval computations (e.g., ACRITH [20], PASCAL-SC, etc.). That is, we 
neglected the round-off error of the floating-point arithmetic in the verification procedure 
(24)-(28). But from our experiences, the order of magnitude for the effect of round-off error is 
under lo- ‘“. Therefore, it is almost negligible compared with the truncation error which 
amounts to around 10-l in the present case. Of course, we have to devise some rigourous 
numerical computations, which means the computation with guaranteed accuracy including the 
round-off error, when we apply this method for the mathematical proof of the real problem. 
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